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Abstract. Volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) allows for rapid delivery of
highly conformal dose distributions. The aim of this study is to evaluate VMAT
planning using the Pinnacle planning system for neck cancer. This treatment technique,
recently used for clinical applications, was proposed in 2008 and, in 2012, it was
implemented, for the first time, in Romania.
A set of computed tomography data were selected for neck cancer localization
and used for delineation of planning target volumes (PTV) and organs at risk, and also
for the calculation of dose distribution using the inverse planning method. The total
prescription dose was 70 Gy (50 Gy in PTV50 and additional 20 Gy in PTV70) for neck
cancer. By the aid of the Pinnacle planning system, acceptable treatment plans were
achieved, the coverage of 95 % of the PTV being between 95 % and 98 % of the
prescribed dose. The radiation dose delivered to organs at risk was under the required
constraint doses. VMAT proved to be a safe, qualitative and advantageous modality
treatment for these types of localizations. We succeeded to achieve a dosimetric quality
with an adequate coverage of PTV and a good homogeneity and conformity. By
analyzing the radiation treatment plans, according to the Pinnacle planning system it
results that this treatment technique is several times faster for dose distribution
calculation and dose delivery as compared to other conformal radiotherapy techniques.
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Neck cancer includes a large category of similar cancers that begin in lip, oral
cavity, salivary glands, paranasal sinuses, nasal cavity, pharynx and larynx. The
incidence of neck cancer in Romania was about 4,539 new cases in 2008 according
to European Cancer Observatory with a mortality of about 2,979 patients [1]. The
most used methods for neck cancer treatment are surgery, radiotherapy and
chemotherapy. The aim of radiotherapy is to deliver a prescribed radiation dose to
target volumes, to kill the tumour cells, with a good protection of organs at risk.
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Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT) is a modern rotational intensity
modulated radiation (IMRT) therapy technique introduced by medical physicist
Karl Otto, in 2008, which was initially described as delivering the radiation dose in
a single 3600 arc. By this treatment method, single or multiple radiation beams are
rotating in uninterrupted arc(s) around the patient, being faster than other
radiotherapy techniques [2].
Utilization of variable dose rate, gantry rotation speed and MLC leaves
positions makes the VMAT treatment planning a complex process, Pinnacle3
“SmartArc” calculation algorithm being recently used as an optimal solution [3].
The planning parameters are separated in two groups, commissioning
parameters and planning parameters. Commissioning parameters, such as dose rate,
gantry speed, field size, leaves speed, profiles and depth doses were obtained and
introduced in planning system during linear accelerator commissioning. Planning
parameters are those available to the user during routine treatment planning, such
as beam energy, collimator angle, arcs length and gantry spacing [4].
2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
For treatment plans evaluation five data sets corresponding to T3N1-3 larynx
cancer patients were selected. In all cases, the regional lymph nodes was prescribed
a dose of 5,000 cGy delivered in 25 fractions, while for primary target it was
prescribed a dose of 7,000 cGy, delivered in 35 fractions. Patients were
immobilized from head to shoulders using commercially thermoplastic masks.
Computed tomography images with 2 mm thickness per slice were acquired from
the top of vertex to the level of the carina, taken from a CT Simulator Brilliance
Big Bore 120.
The delineation of anatomical structures of interest was made by radiotherapy
physician in concordance with International Commission of Radiation Units and
Measurements (ICRU) reports 50 and 62. Two targets volumes were defined for
treatment planning, PTV70 which contains the primary tumour volume (gross
tumour volume – GTV) with a margin of 5 mm, and PTV50 that includes the
regional lymph nodes stations (clinical target volume – CTV) with 5 mm margin as
one can see in Fig. 1. The gross tumour volume (GTV) covered the visible primary
tumour and neck nodes > 1 cm in diameter or nodes with necrotic centers. The
clinical target volume (CTV) encompassed the GTV with at least 1.5 cm margin,
microscopic spread of disease, and prophylactic neck area. Based on the ICRU
Report 62, the planning organs at risk volumes, were defined with a safety margin
around the organs at risk, particularly for a high dose gradient area.
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Fig. 1 – Target volumes (a) and organs at risk (b) delineation for larynx cancer in transverse,
sagittal and coronal planes.

The treatment plans were created for Elekta Synergy unit, using 6 MeV
photons beams, with a binary MLC that has 80 pairs of leaves and a maximum
field size of 40 cm × 40 cm with a leaf width of 1 cm at isocenter. This maximum
field size can encompasses the targets volumes from all directions of the beam.
This machine allows simultaneously varying the rotation speed of the gantry, the
positions of MLC leaves and the dose rate. The continuous variation of these
parameters permits more degrees of freedom in the optimization process, resulting
in faster and better dosimetric plans. The maximum dose rate for Elekta Synergy
unit was 400 monitor units per minute [5].
For dose distribution calculation was used the Pinnacle3 planning system
(version 9.0).
2.1. TREATMENT PLANNING PARAMETERS
To generate a VMAT plan, it is necessary to create intensity modulated arcs
using the „SmartArc” optimization algorithm from Pinnacle3. The optimization
algorithm generated a coarse set of segments, separated by 240, and then the
intensity modulation optimization starts [6]. After this optimization, the created
fluence maps are transformed into small beam segments. Optimization parameters
used for dose distribution calculation contain: the number of arcs, gantry spacing
between control points, maximum time delivery, number of iterations [7]. Two
treatment arcs were applied, with 40 gantry spacing between control points. The
maximum time for treatment delivery was selected at 120 seconds for every beam,
and the number of iterations was 40. The treatment planning objectives used for
targets volume and organs at risk are listed in Table 1. Organs at risk constraints
were based on Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) trial 0415.
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Table 1
Objectives and dose constraints used for VMAT inverse planning
PTV70
PTV50
Spine

ROI

TYPE
UNIFORM DOSE
UNIFORM DOSE
MAX. DOSE

DOSE (cGy)
7000
5000
4000

Left Parotid

MAX. EUD*

2600

Right Parotid
Oral Cavity
Posterior Region of neck
Healthy Tissue

MAX. EUD*
MAX. EUD*
MAX. EUD*
MAX. DOSE

2600
2600
2400
3500

* Equivalent uniform dose

For treatment delivery, two arc beams were selected, between 1780 and 1820.
For dual arc technique used for dose’s delivery to PTV50, the first beam progressed
in a counterclockwise direction and the second arc was set to start at the end point
of the first arc and move in a clockwise direction.
2.2. VMAT PATIENT SPECIFIC QUALITY ASSURANCE
The VMAT pretreatment dose distribution verification was made using the
Octavius 4D phantom with a two dimensional detector matrix with 729 ionization
chambers (2D-array) (PTW Freiburg, Germany). The phantom rotates
synchronously with the gantry by means of an inclinometer and a motor. The
collected measurements are then reconstructed to a 3D dose volume for
comparison with the calculated dose in the phantom. The two-dimensional array
used in this investigation is 2D-ARRAY equipped with 729 vented plane parallel
ion-chambers. The distance between chamber centres is 10 mm and the ionization
chambers are uniformly arranged in a 27 × 27 matrix with an active area of 27 × 27
cm2. The measured dose plane for each gantry angle is used to determine the dose
values along the source-detector rays based on a proprietary algorithm using PDD
curves. All dose points measured are finally added up, obtaining a 3D dose volume.
Calculated DICOM RT dose cube from TPS is imported into VeriSoft.
The measured doses are compared against the calculated TPS doses, using
the powerful 3D dose analysis tools of VeriSoft. The Verisoft software permit to
verify the VMAT treatment plans by comparing data measured in Octavius 4D
phantom with data for the same phantom by a radiotherapy treatment planning
system. To evaluate the deviation between treatment plan and measured beam the
3D Gamma Index method available in Verisoft was used. For this verification the
treatment plan corresponding to each patient is transferred to the Octavius phantom
and recomputed using the Pinnacle3 system (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 – Octavius 4D phantom (left) and dose distribution for larynx cancer calculated
for Octavius phantom using Pinnacle system (right).

Before first treatment session all the treatment plans were verified using the
Octavius 4D phantom and the Verisoft software Fig. 3. For all the patients the
calculated dose distribution was comparated with the measured dose distribution by
using the gamma analysis method available in Verisoft. The criteria used for dose
distribution evaluation was 3 mm distance of agreement and 3% dose difference.

Measured
dose
distribution
PTV70

Calculated
dose
distribution
PTV70

Fig. 3A – Dose distribution comparison using Verisoft software: PTV70.
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Measured
dose
distribution
PTV50

Calculated
dose
distribution
PTV50

Fig. 3B – Dose distribution comparison using Verisoft software: PTV50.

3. RESULTS
The coverage of target volumes by the set of segments generated after
„SmartArc” optimization was evaluated with Beam’s Eye View module available
in Pinnacle3. After optimization, 81 control points were created for each arc beam
(Fig. 4).
The complexity associated with head and neck treatment planning is due to
the presence of two targets surrounded by radiosensitive structures with different
dose prescriptions (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4 – Beam’s Eye View showing target volume (dark blue) coverage during VMAT planning
for larynx cancer, corresponding to first beam at four consecutive control points.

Fig. 5 – Dose distribution (absolute dose) for larynx cancer in transverse,
sagittal and coronal planes for VMAT plans.
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Fig. 6. Dose – Volume histogram for larynx cancer patients for VMAT treatment obtained with
Pinnacle3 planning system.

The treatment plan evaluation was made by analyzing the dose distribution
over the transverse section and by evaluating the Dose-Volume histogram (Fig. 6).
In Table 2, the radiation doses collected by all structures of interest are summarized.
Table 2
Radiation dose received by target volumes and organs at risk
Case

PTV70

PTV50

L.Parotid
2567.7

R.Parotid
Dmean
G
2465.3

Spine
Dmax
G
4169.3

Dmean
G
2645.2

2489.3

2589.5

4276.5

2876.4

2,31

2589.7

2346.1

3954.7

2432.1

3,45

2486.3

2599.3

4200.3

2945.1

3,89

2574.1

2401.2

3824.3

2532.7

V95%

V105%

V95%

V105%

Dmean cGy

1

97,34

2,21

95,43

1,21

2

99,01

1,78

97,02

0,67

3

96,75

2,65

96,67

4

98,97

1,23

95,84

5

97,53

3,01

97,89

For all the cases the number of the points that respected the gamma analysis
criteria were higher than 94.70 % for the volume with 50 Gy prescribed,
respectively higher than 95.40 % for PTV70 from the total evaluated points number.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
By evaluating the dose distribution and the dose-volume histogram, it
resulted that VMAT plans offered a good coverage of the target volumes with
avoidance of organs at risk for all patients. The coverage of PTV for all cases was
more than 95 % of prescribed dose for 95 % of the volume. Also, not more than
5% of the PTV volume collected a dose higher than 105 % of prescribed dose.
All dose constraints for organs at risk were respected in concordance with
RTOG trial 0415 (Table 3).
Table 3
Quality Assurance passing rate (3 mm, 3 % dose)
Case

QA passing rate %
PTV50

PTV70

1

97.6

99.0

2

94.9

98.6

3

94.7

97.5

4

95.5

95.4

5

96.5

98.7

The average effective treatment time, for larynx cancer VMAT is about 212
seconds and the number of monitor units required for treatment delivery is about
674 monitor units per fraction.
The implementation of this technique at our institution will increase the
minimum dose delivered at 70 Gy for neck tumours, that will lead to a better
tumour control with possibility of simultaneously decreasing the normal tissue
doses.
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